
For O JUN, working with oil enforces a 
sense of tension, like being “on one's best 
behaviour”. In his oil paintings, he works 
in an intuitive manner, allowing images to 
spill forth from within his hand.  Passing 
beyond mere likes or dislikes, he becomes 
aware of the consistencies between the 
man and this world, which he finds is at 
once sad and strangely funny.

EGUCHI Ayane's oil on canvas works  
reveal the contradictions of things.  
Within one landscape, one experiences  
the extremes between the lovely and the 
unpleasant, life and death, and yet all these  
exist in harmony. Seemingly “cute” living 
beings appear, and then seem to disappear 
into mysterious sceneries. Theirs is no 
more than a world in which contradictions 
and inconsistencies are revealed: like our 
own lives.

Mizuma Gallery is a part of Gillman Barracks. Gillman Barracks (GB) is Asia’s up-and-coming destination for contemporary art. It is distinguished as a vibrant 
centre in Asia for the creation, exhibition and discussion of contemporary art. Named after the late british General Sir Webb Gillman, GB is now home to 16 local 
and international art galleries, dining and creative businesses, as well as the Centre of Contemporary Art. For more Information visit www.gillmanbarracks.com
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“Further towards the future” speaks 
about one's interpretation of the future to  
multiple extends.

Bringing together nine Japanese  
contemporary artists working on varied  
mediums, we are made to question what 
the future holds – is it of hope or fear? 
Right or wrong? Will justice prevail over 
evil? The unknown of the future is the main 
theme which cuts across this exhibition.

In this exhibition, we have KUMAZAWA 
Mikiko whose wild, highly detailed  
pencil drawings take reference from  
objects, situations, scenes, and panora-
mas of everyday urban life. She infuses 
this with a surreal, manic energy. For her, 
it is painful to live a life surrounded by  
the demands of our society and the  
consumerist desire. However, she believes 
that no matter how complicated the world 
we live in, those who have the strongest  
intuitive understanding of it seems to be 
the children. 

Mizuma Gallery was established in Singapore’s new art cluster Gillman Barracks 
in September 2012 by director Mizuma Sueo. The gallery was established in  
1994 in Tokyo, and since its opening in Singapore, it aims for the promotion of 
Japanese artists in the region as well as introducing new and promising young 
talents from South East Asia to the International art scene. The gallery creates 
a new vector of dialogue within Asia, by exchanging art projects in between  
Far East and South East Asia. 
Mizuma Gallery has featured the work of Japanese artists including  
Aida Makoto, Amano Yoshitaka, Tenmyouya Hisashi, and Yamaguchi Akira.  
It has showcased the work of renown East Asian artists such as Jun Nguyen-
Hatsushiba, Ai Weiwei, He Yunchang, Li Mingzhu, Xia Xing and Zhao Zhao.  
The gallery also organises exhibitions showing the creations of Indonesia’s  
forerunner artists including Heri Dono, Nasirun, Made Wianta, Indieguerillas,  
Albert Yonathan Setyawan and Angki Purbandono. Mizuma Gallery also  
participates yearly in Art Stage Singapore, and Art Basel Hong Kong.

TANADA Koji's wooden sculptures 
are of ichiboku-zukuri technique: the 
whole work is made from one piece of 
wood without additions. Being carved  
intentionally from a single mass gives 
them purity. Here, he emphasizes on  
adolescence: the quality of not yet being 
an adult, yet already no longer a child. For 
him, there is a sense of incompleteness 
to humans in this state, yet as an exist-
ence, there is a pure kind of beauty in it. 
Their appearances are intermediary – 
they are what lies between man and God,  
nature and humanity, the individual and the  
society; they symbolize the transcendence 
of all boundary lines. Theirs is a powerful 
existence in the midst of flux: a fleeting, 
flickering moment within the perpetual 
transformations of the process of growing 
up.
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F U RT H E R  TO WA R D S  T H E  F U T U R E

AIDA Makoto | EGUCHI Ayane | KANEKO Tomiyuki | KONDOH Akino
KUMAZAWA Mikiko | O JUN | TANADA Koji | YAMAMOTO Ryuki
YODOGAWA TECHNIQUE

cover : KUMAZAWA Mikiko
"Further toward  the future" 2010. pencil on gesso, mounted on panel. 227 x 363.6 cm (details)

KUMAZAWA Mikiko | "Play oo" 
2008. pencil on gesso, mounted on panel. 204 x 276 cm

O JUN | "Taro , 
Swims - Rio Jabac" 
2009. oil on 
canvas. 
116.7 x 116.7 cm



KANEKO Tomiyuki's painting showcases 
an ancient wild elephant (or “Raja Gaj”),  
a scary giant elephant that appeared in the 
densely wooded area of Bardiya National 
Park in Nepal, where it killed two villagers 
around 1990. Because of its impressive 
size, it is also revered and worshipped as 
a god. Kaneko tried to paint the elephant 
from his own imagination. He ornamented 
this wild elephant with magatama (droplet-
shaped curved beads) marks symbolizing 
“four gods”. Such awe of gods and hope for 
peace are aspects that he aims to reflect in 
the “four gods” symbols and the evil-pre-
venting red colour.

KONDOH Akino's “KiyaKiya” animation 
video touches upon childhood experi-
ences. The term “KiyaKiya” comes from 
the old Japanese expression “mune ga  
kiyakiya suru”, which the artist first  
encountered in a book by Shibusawa  
Tatsuhiko. The expression, which describes 
“an enigmatic, nostalgic, disturbing feel-
ing”, or an impression of déjà vu, is at the 
core of her “KiyaKiya” series. Kondoh  
experienced as a child there was a book  
she used to read everyday when she 
went to the hospital. One day, as she was  
reading it, suddenly the ending had 
changed. Sometime later, when she read 
it again, it had returned to normal. In our 
everyday routine, there are moments 
when suddenly we feel like something is 
different. This unexpected change, like in 
her memory, feels like it has a kind of real-
ity. 

YODOGAWA TECHNIQUE's sculptures 
and video speak of the everyday life by 
the river and their creation process. As  
civilization grows along the river,  
humans pollute the river ecosystem. 
The group's artwork has an element of  
playful irony where they use garbage 
– the very thing that pollutes the river  
ecosystem – and transform them into  

colourful and beautiful fish sculptures.  
The group focuses on the concept of  
“Gomunication” which derive from the word 
“gomi” or rubbish in Japanese and “com-
munication”. By finding garbage along the 
riverbank, in the ocean and everywhere 
in town, the group gets to know the local  
community and be involved in their everyday 
life. They are renowned for making works in 
various places, interacting with locals and 
doing community projects. Their way of  
communicating through their art and  
projects always brings a new perspective for 
locals and raise awareness for environmental 
issues.

YAMAMOTO Ryuki's paintings often 
deal with humour and self-propagation. 
The pictures that he paints do not show  
sceneries as fantasized by the artist, but they 
are self-portraits that emerge in the process 
of one man's self-relativization. His paintings 
are not showing struggling losers, rather, they 
depict the strong will of a man who is eager 
to engage in a never-ending procedure of  
self-relativization.

Lastly, AIDA Makoto shows his video work: a 
fictional story, although not explicitly meant 
as a satire of the actual Japanese Prime  
Minister. During a major international  
conference, the minister makes an impas-
sioned plea for each and every country in 
the world to revive the system of sakoku –  
a closing off, or severe limiting of foreign trade 
and diplomatic relations that Japan embraced 
during the Edo period. To him, globalism is 
at the root of many evils facing the world  
today, and his plea for a return to isolationism 
is meant as a tool for achieving world peace. 
Reading aloud from a script in awkward and 
faltering English, the minister seems annoyed 
by his own ineptitude with foreign languages. 
The audience may have a complex evocation 
of right and wrong, and of justice and evil, with 
respect to this man.

TANADA Koji | "3 legged torso - 2" 
2013. paint on wood (camphor tree), 
single  wood block construction 
121 x 42 x 32 cm

YAMAMOTO Ryuki
"Bullying of JusticeNo. 2" 

2008. acrylic on canvas, frame. 94 x 119.6 cm

KANEKO Tomiyuki | "Ancient Wild Elephant" 
2008. mineral pigments, japanese ink, transparent 

watercolor, acrylic, pen, foil on paper
175.5 x 296 cm

EGUCHI Ayane 
"Beyond the 
Thought" 
2015. 
oil on canvas. 
80.3 x 116.7 cm

KONDOH Akino | "KiyaKiya" 
2010 - 2011. single channel animation video. 6 min. 39 sec.

AIDA Makoto
"The video of a man calling himself Japan's Prime Minister making a speech at an 

international assembly" 
2014. single channel digital video. 26 min. 07 sec.

YODOGAWA TECHNIQUE
"Island" 

2012. garbage-based sculpture
24 x 40.7 x 18 cm


